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a b s t r a c t

Graphene oxide (GO) can increase the fiber/matrix interfacial shear strength (ISS) in glass fibers (GF)
reinforced epoxy composites. To validate our argument, GO was synthesized and deposited over GF
through electrophoretic deposition. Tuned voltage lead to different thickness of deposited GO steadily
increasing with the electric field up to 10 V/cm. Coated fibers were aligned in a mold and an epoxy matrix
was used to create a single-fiber microcomposite. Fragmentation test showed significantly higher ISS
values for coated over bare fibers with increments up to a factor of about 2 and proportional to the
amount of GO deposited on the GF. Tribological tests were performed at nanoscale by atomic force
microscopy to measure the delamination strength between GO and GF. This latter resulted to be much
higher than the ISS thus proving the efficiency of the new GO fiber coating method here proposed for
producing advanced graphene based composites. The failure of the composite at the GO/matrix rather
than at the GO/GF interface was also confirmed by scanning electron microscopy observation of the
fracture surfaces of microcomposites.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The use of composite materials has grown in almost every en-
gineering sector over the past 35 years. This increasing interest is
mostly due to the unique properties of polymer composites in
terms of lightness, rigidity, strength, easy formability, damage
tolerance and corrosion resistance. Notably, there is an enormous
potential for growth on the global market since both advanced and
commodity composites still only own a relatively small market
percentage in contrast to competing materials such as steel and
aluminum [1]. Properties of composite materials are largely
determined by the fiber/matrix interfacial adhesion [2,3]. In fact, an
effective interface is necessary to guarantee the stress transfer from
the matrix to the load-bearing fibers. The fiber-matrix interface
transfers stresses via combination of mechanical interlocking,
, alessandro.pegoretti@unitn.
chemical bonding and physical adhesion [4]. However, due to
limitations such as the lack of reactive functional groups on the
fiber surface and poor wettability, effective transfer of load be-
tween fibers and matrix is a difficult task. Hence it has been of
prime concern in the research areas of both academia and in-
dustries to enhance the interfacial adhesion between fiber and
matrix.

Adhesion strength between fibers and matrices can be
improved by various approaches. As described in a recent review
paper by Karger-Kocsis et al. [5], the most commonmethods can be
classified on the basis of the selected strategies distinguishing be-
tween i) interphase tailoring via sizing/coating on fibers, ii) creation
of hierarchical fibers by nanostructures, iii) fiber surface modifi-
cations by polymer deposition and iv) potential effects of matrix
modifications on the interphase formation. In particular, develop-
ment of hierarchical micro/nano composites and its theoretical
investigation [6] has been explored with great interest in recent
years, specifically on the integration of nanoscale reinforcement on
fibers [7,8]. Growth or deposition of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on
reinforcements for better interfacial adhesion has been reported in
numerous articles. The use of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [9],
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Table 1
Physical properties of epoxy resin.

Physical property Value

Glass transition temperature (Tg) 28 �C
Thermal degradation 340 �C
Yield stress (sy) 22.8 ± 2.4 MPa
Tensile strength (sT) 26.1 ± 1.1 MPa
Young’s Modulus 795 ± 28 MPa

Fig. 1. Schematics of the electrophoretic deposition process of GO on GF.
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grafting technique [10,11], electrophoretic deposition (EPD) [12]
has been successfully implemented for the growth/deposition of
nanomaterials on various fibers. Wang et al. used multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) as an interphase between GF and
vinyl ester composites. They reported improved bonding between
the GF and the resin matrix [13]. Similarly Zhang et al. found an
increase of 30% ISS by EPD to deposit MWCNTs on the surface of GF
[14]. The electrical conductivity of fibers also improved due to
deposited MWCNT. Exfoliated graphite nanoplatelets were depos-
ited by Park et al. [15] using EPD onto single carbon fibers.

Graphene, being a superlative nanomaterial, has been consid-
ered to be a promising and exciting research area [16] because of its
outstanding ideal properties including electron mobility at room
temperature (250000 cm2/V), thermal conductivity (5000 W m-

1 K�1) and mechanical properties, with a Young's modulus of 1 TPa
and a record-breaking strength of 130 GPa [17e19]. Hu et al. have
recently discussed in detail the use of graphene polymer nano-
composites for structural and functional applications [20]. The
incorporation of graphene in polymer based composites has
resulted in improved performance due to the interfacial in-
teractions between polymers and graphene-based materials
[21e23]. It has been reported that with polymers, the molecular
interactions of graphene consist of either hydrophobic-
hydrophobic interactions, weak van der Waal's forces and p-p
stacking [24e28]. The use of oxidized form of graphene in polymer
matrix gives more versatility of interactions due to the presence of
oxygen-containing polar functionalities like carboxyl, carbonyl,
epoxide and hydroxyl groups [29]. The elastic modulus of the
polymer composites increases greatly due to the interfacial cross-
linking [30] whereas electrostatic interactions are also important
which result in nanocomposites much stronger and tougher [31].

This research group previously evaluated the role of graphene
nanoplatelets in GF/epoxy matrix composite either by sonication in
the epoxy matrix or dip coating the fibers in graphene dispersion
[32]. An increase of elastic modulus, without compromising the
impact strength and with an enhancement of the viscoelastic
properties of composites, was reported.

This current work was aimed to assess the interfacial shear
strength between an epoxy matrix and GFs coated with electro-
phoretically deposited graphene oxide. In addition, atomic force
microscope (AFM) tribological studies were performed using dia-
mond probe. Delamination of GO was performed with optimized
normal force to calculate the shear strength of the GO/GF interface.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and samples preparation

All chemicals were of analytical grade and used without further
purification. Graphite powder, sodium nitrate, potassium perman-
ganate, sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich while hydrochloric acid was from Codec Chemical
Co. Ltd.. E-glass fibers (manufactured by PPG, trade name: 2001)
having a diameter of 25.1± 0.4 mmwere used as reinforcement. This
GF had an epoxy-compatible sizing and it was used as received. A
bicomponent epoxy resin (epoxy base EC 252 and hardener W 241)
was provided by Elantas Italia S.r.l. The physical properties of epoxy
resin cured at room temperature for 3 h followed by 15 h at 60 �C
are summarized in Table 1.

Graphene oxide was synthesized using an approach similar to
Hummer's method [33]. Briefly, 1 g graphite powder was added
into 46 ml of H2SO4 cooled in an ice bath, followed by the addition
of 1 g of NaNO3 and stirred for 15 min. In the next step, 6 g of
KMnO4 were slowly added in order to avoid a spontaneous
exothermic reaction. The mixture was then stirred for at least 24 h
at 35 �C. Finally, excess of distilled water was added to the above
mixture while the temperature was kept under 80 �C. In the end,
30% H2O2 was added to the mixture to stop the reaction. The
resulting suspension was thoroughly washed using HCl solution
and distilled water to remove Mn ions and acid respectively. The
obtained brown solution was dried in a vacuum oven at 50 �C for at
least 36 h.

A schematic description of the EPD process used to deposit GO
nanosheets on GFs is depicted in Fig. 1. A stable suspension is the
key for uniform deposition of graphene on GFs. Initially, graphite
oxide powder was added in water with a concentration level of 1
mg/ml and the dispersion was subjected to bath-sonication for 1 h.
Since GFs are non-conductive materials, two copper plates were
used as electrodes in the EPD process. The GFs (fixed on a window
frame) were placed near the anode since GO display negative po-
tential due to functionalities attached during the oxidation reac-
tion. Hence, during the EPD process GO migrated towards the
anode and deposited on the GFs. EPD was carried out at various
applied voltages up to 10 V/cm with a constant deposition time of
5 min and electrodes gap of 2 cm. A second EPD cycle was per-
formed under the same conditions while reversing the GFs so that a
homogenous deposition could be achieved on the fiber surface. The
coated samples were dried in a vacuum oven at 40 �C for 12 h.
2.2. Testing methods

Themorphology of GOnanosheets coatingswere investigated by
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) by a Zeiss
SUPRA 40 microscope. Approximately 5 nm thick layer of platinum
was deposited on samples prior to FESEM observations. Thickness
(z-direction) and roughness of GO coatings onGFweremeasured by
AFM with a NT-MDT solver P47h device operated in intermittent
contact mode (tapping mode).

The oxidation level of graphite was evaluated using X-ray



Table 2
Mechanical properties of GF as determined from
single fiber tensile tests. (N ¼ number of specimens,
R ¼ average strength at L ¼ 20 mm, s0 ¼ scale
parameter at L0 ¼ 5 mm, m ¼ shape parameter,
n ¼ coefficient of variation).

Parameter Value

N 31
R 1007 MPa
s0 1476 MPa
m 4.4
n 28.2%

Fig. 2. FESEM image of a GO nanosheet.
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diffraction technique by a Rigaku III D-max diffractometer (mono-
chromatic radiation CueKa line with l ¼ 51.54056 Å). Measure-
ments were carried out in the 2q range of 5e80� with a step size of
0.04�.

A Nikolet Avatar 330 device with a 4 cm�1 resolution was used
to record Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra. The graphite
powder and graphene oxide powder were individually mixed with
potassium bromide (KBr) powder to form homogeneous mixtures
and thin discs for analysis were made in a compression mold at
10 bar pressure.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analyses were per-
formed by using a Mettler DSC 30 calorimeter. The experiments
were performed at a heating rate of 10 �C/min and a constant ni-
trogen flux of 100 mL/min was maintained during the tests in the
temperature range from 0 to 80 �C.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed with a Met-
tler TG 50 thermobalance at a heating rate of 10 �C/min and
100mL/min of nitrogen flux during the test. The temperature range
was 25e750 �C.

Uniaxial tensile tests of the epoxy polymerwere performedwith
an Instron® 5969 universal testing machine. A sample of at least
five ISO 527 type 1BA specimens were prepared and the tests were
carried out at a crosshead speed of 10 mm min�1 up to 1% axial
deformation. The elastic modulus was measured as a secant value
between deformation levels of 0.05 and 0.25% as per ISO 527
standard.

A tensile tester (Minimat, by Polymer Laboratories, Lough-
borough, UK) was used to perform the single-fiber fragmentation
tests (SFFT). The tests were performed at ambient temperature
while a polarized optical stereo-microscope (Wild M3Z by Leica)
was used to observe the fiber fragmentation process during the
tensile test. A cross-head speed of 10 mm/min was applied up to a
strain of 10%, necessary to assure the saturation of the fragmenta-
tion process. The mean fiber length at saturation, LS, was measured
by an image analysis software (Image J). The value of critical fiber
length, LC, was considered to be equal to 0.75 LS. ISS values were
derived according to the simplified micromechanical model pro-
posed by Kelly and Tyson [34]. The static equilibrium between the
tensile force acting on a fiber and the shear force transferred
through the fiberematrix interface results in an average value of ISS
according to the following equation:

ISS ¼ sfbðLcÞd
2Lc

(1)

where d is the fiber diameter and sfbðLcÞ is the tensile strength of a
fiber at the critical length. This latter value can be estimated by
assuming a Weibull distribution for the fiber strength, i.e.:

sfbðLcÞ ¼ s0

�
Lc
L0

�1m
G

�
1þ 1

m

�
(2)

where G is the Gamma function, whereas s0 and m are the scale
and shape parameters of the Weibull strength distribution at the
reference length L0, respectively. These parameters were estimated
from strength data determined at one single gauge length by fitting
the distribution of failure probability. In particular, single filaments
of fiber were tested according to the ASTM standard C1557-03.
Specimens were tested with an Instron 4502 universal tensile
tester equipped with a 10 N load cell. A gauge length of 20 mmwas
adopted and the cross-head speed was fixed at 0.2 mm/min. An
iterative procedure originally proposed by Gurvich et al. [35] was
used for the data reduction whose outcome is summarized in
Table 2.

FFM (friction force microscopy) was conducted in contact mode
(in AFM set-up) using diamond coated cantilever tip apex (model:
DCP01_NTMDT). Here, AFM plays a dual role for mapping and
manipulation the substrate sequential manner. Sader method
[36,37] was applied to measure normal (KN) and torsional (KT)
spring constants of cantilever. Typical values of KNz 6.03 10�8 N/m
and KTz 8.2510�8 N/m for cantilever with tip radius of 51 nmwere
obtained. Calibrated tip was slid from bare GF to GO covered region
at a fixed normal force (FN). This method is capable of measuring
substrate-coating adhesion energy by debonding the deposited GO.
For an accurate estimation of adhesion force, the value of lateral
force (FL) on bare substrate (here GF) was subtracted from the FL
curve obtained by delaminating GO. The area under the curve is
calculated to estimate the adhesion energy of the GO. Therefore, the
FL required to delaminate GO from GF is defined as the adhesion of
GO over GF and this value is calculated as work of adhesion [38].
Accordingly, FN ¼ 3.7 mN was the minimal value to peel GO off the
GF substrate.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electrophoretic deposition process

Fig. 2 shows the FESEM picture of an exfoliated sheet of GO. The
sheet is several micrometers in lateral size. Wrinkling of GO sheet is
also visible, which is basically a common phenomenon in two
dimensional films and membranes.

Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e show an overview of the surfaces of
uncoated and GO coated GFs. When the deposition voltage is
increased from 2.5 V/cm to 10 V/cm, the GO coating deposited on
GFs appears to be more and more thick and uniform.



Fig. 3. FESEM images of GFs a) uncoated and coated with GO under a deposition field of b) 2.5 V/cm, c) 5 V/cm, d) 7.5 V/cm, e) 10 V/cm. f) debonded fiber after tensile failure of
microcomposite with GO-coated GFs under a deposition field of 10 V/cm.
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The amount of GO deposited on the GFs was estimated by
weighing the GF bundle before and after the EPD process. The rate of
weight increase of the GF bundle is reported in Fig. 4 as a function of
the deposition voltage. It is worthwhile to note that a linear corre-
lation between the deposition rate and the intensity of the electrical
field can be observed. The linear fit of average values (line in Fig. 4)
indicates a rate of weight increases of GO on GFs of
0.00133 ± 0.00003 % cm min�1 V�1. A similar trend was observed
also by An et al. [39] who studied the EPD process of CNTs onto E-
glassfibers fabrics. In fact, amass change of the E-glass fabric linearly
increasing with the applied electrical field used for the EPD of CNTs
was reported.
3.2. XRD and FTIR analysis

XRD was employed to characterize the pristine graphite and the
synthesized GO nanoparticles. The obtained XRD patterns are re-
ported in Fig. 5. Graphite has a diffraction peak located at 2q¼ 26.5�

corresponding to the diffraction of (002) plane which indicates a
highly organized crystallized structure. On the other hand, graphite
oxide diffractogram (002) demonstrates a peak at 2q ¼ 10.9� with
relatively less intense and broad peak. Hence the oxidation of
graphite led to the shift of diffraction peak position from 26.5� to
10.9�. The shift of diffraction peak is basically caused by the func-
tional groups of oxygen on the sides of single graphene layer during



Fig. 4. Rate of weight increase of GO coated glass fiber as a function of the applied field
during EPD process.

Fig. 5. XRD diffractograms of pristine graphite and GO.

Fig. 6. FTIR spectra of pristine graphite and GO.
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its oxidation [40].
FTIR spectra of graphite and GO are reported in Fig. 6. GO shows

an increased amount of epoxy CeOeC groups at 1085 cm�1, C]O
groups at 1625 cm�1 and OeH group at 3830 cm�1 thus confirming
the increased level of oxidation of graphite when GO is produced.

3.3. Single fiber fragmentation test

The values of fragment length measured in SFFT and subsequent
calculations of ISS values are given in Table 3. The length of frag-
ments at saturation decreases as the deposition voltage increases
which corresponds to an increasing thickness of GO coating.
Interestingly, the ISS values increase in proportion as seen in Fig. 7.
A remarkable improvement of 219% of ISS can be observed in case of
GF coated with GO electrophoretically deposited at 10 V/cm. This
positive effect could be tentatively attributed to the fact that GO
creates a favorable bond between the GFs and epoxy resin which
ultimately enhances the effective distribution of load on the GF. In
such condition, the mechanical interlocking due to an increased
surface roughness and the good adhesive compatibility between
the epoxy matrix and GO are both responsible for the observed
increase of ISS in microcomposites [41]. The steadily increment of
the ISS values with the deposition voltage indicate that the ISS is
related to the thickness of the GO layers deposited on the GF. This
experimental evidence could be explained by the good efficiency of
the load transfer mechanisms due to the surface functional groups
available on the GO layers and the concurrent increase of the
apparent fiber diameter due to the GO coating. A FESEM analysis of
the GF protruding out the fracture surface of a microcomposite
specimen is reported in Fig. 3f. It is interesting to observe how the
GF fiber appears to be almost completely coated, thus indicating
that the failure most probably occurs at the GO/epoxy interface.
This observation is in accordance with the results reported in the
following paragraph on the delamination measurements of GO
over GF by AFM. It is worthwhile to observe that positive effects on
interfacial properties has been also reported for GO coatings elec-
trophorectically deposited onto carbon fibers [42e44]. Short beam
shear test was performed to examine the impact of carbon fiber
functionalization on the mechanical properties of the carbon fiber/
epoxy resin composites and improvement of 55% (from 36.7 to
56.9 MPa) in interlaminar shear strength was reported [42,43].

3.4. Delamination of GO over GF

Variable thickness and roughness of GO/GF were monitored
with AFM in intermittent contact mode, on topographic images
such as that reported in Fig. 8. The bright color shows thicker GO as
illustrated from color bar. Four different regions (1, 2, 3 and 4) have
been randomly chosen for roughness measurements, and the
resulting values reported in Table 4. GO appears not homogenously
distributed and thicker region (e.g. 2) where GO is randomly
accumulated has significantly higher roughness.

Delamination of GO fromGF was conducted through FFM. It was
carried out at the sharp edge interface between GF and GO as
shown in a schematic view in Fig. 9a. Black and brown regions
represent GF and GO surface respectively. Cantilever probe (slider)
follows raster scan pattern in fast scan direction (x-axis) and
progress forward in slow scan direction (y-axis) as shows by yellow
dashed line. Initially, the surfacewas scannedwith relatively low FN
values in order to collect morphological information, in the same
region where FFM will be performed. Under low FN the surface
elastically recovers, however as FN increases, permanent defor-
mation initiates at some point. Fig. 9b and 9c are FL maps carried
out at two different FN values of 0.753 mN and 3.7 mN, respectively.



Table 3
Effect of EPD on the fragmentation tests results.

Applied
voltage
(V/cm)

Fragments length at saturation LS
(mm)

Critical length LC
(mm)

Tensile strength of fiber at the critical length sfb Lcð Þ
(MPa)

Interfacial shear strength ISS
(MPa)

0 (uncoated) 2.65 ± 0.9 3.53 ± 1.2 1475 ± 111 5.7 ± 2.2
2.5 2.00 ± 0.2 2.70 ± 0.2 1546 ± 27 7.0 ± 0.7
5 1.72 ± 0.3 2.30 ± 0.4 1611 ± 69 8.9 ± 2.1
7.5 1.21 ± 0.1 1.61 ± 0.1 1742 ± 35 14.6 ± 1.5
10 0.94 ± 0.1 1.26 ± 0.1 1844 ± 47 18.2 ± 2.5
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In both cases, FL was recorded due to torsional movement of the
cantilever.

The torsional bending of cantilever occurs due to resistance in
relative motion offered by GO and/or GF surfaces. Variable FL is
observed at fixed FN due to different angular interactions with tip
apex and thickness of GO. Here, we restrict our investigation for a
Fig. 7. Fiber-matrix interfacial shear strength values as determined by the fragmen-
tation test on epoxy microcomposites containing E-glass fiber coated with GO. The
point at 0 V/cm refer to bare fibers without GO coating.

Fig. 8. Topographic AFM image (height channel) shows GO on glass, scale bar shows
different thickness of GO. Regions 1e4 are randomly chosen (1.5 mm2) to carry out
roughness measurements as given in Table 4.
fixed angle (i.e. 90�) of interaction between GO and fast scan di-
rection of probe. FL at different angular interactions with sliding tip
apex will be considered for future investigations. In Fig. 9b and 9c,
bright colors show higher FL obtained at the edges of GF. The
quantitative value of FL is plotted in Fig. 9d where line profile is
carried out from GF to GO covered regions. This picture shows how
the cantilever encounters an almost constant lateral force FL along
E-glass surface till a point is reached (indicated by a vertical black
line) after which FL suddenly increases. Higher FL are required as
the cantilever starts piercing GO due to additional force required to
peel-off the layers of GO from the GF as well as to destroy the bonds
between inter and intra layer of GO. The area under the curve of
lateral force displacement plot can be considered as a total dissi-
pated energy (EDISS).

Lateral force (FL) comprises contribution from glass substrate
(FS), from interlayer adhesion between GO layers (FIL) and from
interfacial adhesion between GO and GF (FIF), namely:

FL¼ FILþFIFþFS (3)

FL-FS, removing the contribution from glass friction, contains
only contribution from interlayer and interfacial adhesion used to
measure the shear strength of the GO/GF interface. FL-FS is
measured as 303 nN for current thickness (h z 22 nm) of GO,
scratch length (l ¼ 1.45 mm) and width (b ¼ 102 nm). Note that, the
aforementioned situation is only possible, 1) when FFM was per-
formed under switch-off feedback loop, otherwise cantilever will
follow the topography of GO instead to ploughing; 2) when the
substrate (GF) has relatively lower lateral force value than the
coating layer (GO). The coefficient of friction (fcof) measured for GF
and GO are 0.07 and 0.15 respectively. This favors the delamination
of the coating rather than producing a significant wear of the
substrate [45]. Fig. 10 reports AFM images of scan size 5 � 2 mm2 in
tappingmode for topography (Fig.10a) and phase channel (Fig.10b)
show delamination of GO after FFM operations. Fig. 10a indicates
that the debris of the GO accumulated at periphery of FFM analyzed
region is up to 3 mm in height. Phase contrast picture of Fig. 10b
shows no wear scar on glass fiber and it clearly distinguishes be-
tween substrate and delaminated GO. Further, no peeled-off GO
was accumulated to the cantilever tip apex. The failure of the
interface can be either adhesive or cohesive. In case of former, the
failure front propagates strictly at the interface whereas for the
latter just below or above the interface within one phase [46].
Generally smaller (than 1) adhesion/cohesive strength ratio lead to
Table 4
Roughness measurement of four marked locations.

Marked areas
number

Roughness average Ra
(nm)

Root mean square RMS (nm)

1 8.216 10.72
2 58.300 20.05
3 3.198 4.04
4 2.797 3.56



Fig. 9. a) Schematic view of glass substrate (black color) and GO covered glass regions (brown) mimics the FL map given in b) and c). Yellow dashed line shows raster scanning
pattern of AFM probe in X and Y directions. b) and c) show FL map of same regions at different FN where GO oxide start delaminating in c) at critical FN. d) shows lateral force
displacement plot carried out at FN.



Fig. 10. AFM image of scan size 5 � 2 mm2 in tapping mode for topography (a) and phase channel (b) shows delamination of GO after FFM operations.
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“flaking” (adhesive failure) whereas for larger (than 1) values
would cause “chipping” (cohesive failure) [47]. Due to the smaller
size of scratch width it is difficult to discriminate by the two
different mechanisms. At nanoscale Aoyama et al. [48] described
abrasion characteristics for adhesive or cohesion failures of thin
films (few nanometers) by analyzing the debris collected after scan.
In our system for GO film over GF, wear response was characterized
as reported in Fig. 10. It shows significant shear displacement of GO
along the scanned region and the debris, collected up to 3 mm (see
Fig. 10a, topography), at the periphery of this scanned region. The
phase contrast allow us to distinguish between GF and GO debris.
This suggests that GO over GF exhibited predominant adhesive
rather than cohesive failure in our system and under our loading
condition (normal force of 3.7 mN).

Critical normal force (FN ¼ 3.7 mN) at which permanent defor-
mation of GO occurs also produces the measured net shearing force
FL-FS. From the work done by this force and from the measurement
of the delaminated area we can evaluate the energy dissipated per
unit area (2G). Using equation (4) [49] we can derive the shear
strength, namely:

2G ¼ EDISS
A

¼ 1
2

�
tþ Pfcof

�2
h

Ga
(4)

where EDISS is the energy dissipated during delamination under
cantilever probe travelled through 1.45 mm is 4.39 10�13 Nm, A is
the area of delamination, Ga is the shear modulus of the interface, P
is the pressure applied and h is the thickness of GO. Assuming the
condition of zero applied pressure (i.e. P ¼ 0) in equation (4), shear
strength (t) can be calculated as follows:

2EDISS
1bh

¼ tg (5)

where Ga z t/g is the shear modulus of the interface and the shear
strain g can be calculated as g ¼ arctan(y/h); here y and h are the
elastic shear displacement (y z 260 nm) and thickness of GO
(h z 22 nm) respectively. The former one is the critical displace-
ment that can be calculated just before rupture of GO obtained from
stick-slip profile at GO edge as determined in Fig. 9d at
FN ¼ 0.753 mN. The elastic displacement of GO occurring during
interaction with sliding AFM probe with relatively lower FN re-
covers its original position after removal of shear force, as described
by Hunley and coworkers [50]. Accordingly we find g ¼ 1.4. Thus,
the shear strength and hence shear modulus at zero applied pres-
sure are calculated as tp¼0 ¼ 1.9 108 N/m2 and Ga,p¼0 ¼ 1.35 108 N/
m2. Substituting this value of Ga at applied pressure Pz FN/(p r2) ¼
4.5 108 N/m2 (where r is the AFM tip radius) in equation (4), t is
recalculated as 0.13 GPa which also corresponds to the convergent
solution of this iterative method. This value is significantly (about
seven times) higher than the ISS values obtained in the single fiber
fragmentation measurements (highest value of about 18 MPa), thus
suggesting a failure of the composite at the GO/epoxy rather than at
the GO/GF interface, as confirmed by the FESEM observation (see
Fig. 9f).

4. Conclusion

Negatively charged GO synthesized through modified Hum-
mer's method was stable enough in water suspension and it was
deposited on GFs by EPD under the application of different depo-
sition voltages. The amount of GO coating resulted to linearly in-
crease with the deposition voltage.

Fiber-matrix interfacial shear strength evaluated by the frag-
mentation test on epoxy based microcomposites resulted to in-
crease proportionally to the applied field and a maximum
improvement of 219% was observed. The observed increase in ISS is
due to GO coating having functional groups thus making favorable
chemical bonding with the epoxy matrix. In addition, AFM tests
were performed at nanoscale to delaminate GO over the glass
surface of a fiber tomeasure the adhesion strength between GO and
GF. This latter was found to be much higher than the ISS, thus
suggesting a failure of the composite at the GO/epoxy rather than at
the GO/GF interface and thus proving the efficiency of the fiber
coating method here proposed for producing advanced graphene
based multiscale composites.
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